We present a new algorithm for video coding, learned end-to-end for the low-latency mode. In this setting, our approach outperforms all existing video codecs across nearly the entire bitrate range. To our knowledge, this is the first ML-based method to do so.
Introduction
Video content consumed more than 70% of all internet traffic in 2016, and is expected to grow threefold by 2021 [1] . At the same time, the fundamentals of existing video compression algorithms have not changed considerably over the last 20 years [46, 36, 35, . . . ]. While they have been very well engineered and thoroughly tuned, they are hard-coded, and as such cannot adapt to the growing demand and increasingly versatile spectrum of video use cases such as social media sharing, object detection, VR streaming, and so on.
Meanwhile, approaches based on deep learning have revolutionized many industries and research disciplines. In particular, in the last two years, the field of image compression has made large leaps: ML-based image compression approaches have been surpassing the commercial codecs by significant margins, and are still far from saturating to their full potential (survey in Section 1.3).
The prevalence of deep learning has further catalyzed the proliferation of architectures for neural network acceleration across a spectrum of devices and machines. This hardware revolution has been increasingly improving the performance of deployed ML-based technologies -rendering video compression a prime candidate for disruption.
In this paper, we introduce a new algorithm for video coding. Our approach is learned end-to-end for the lowlatency mode, where each frame can only rely on information from the past. This is an important setting for live transmission, and constitutes a self-contained research problem and a stepping-stone towards coding in its full generality. In this setting, our approach outperforms all existing video codecs across nearly the entire bitrate range.
We thoroughly evaluate our approach on standard datasets of varying resolutions, and benchmark against all modern commercial codecs in this mode. On standarddefinition (SD) videos, HEVC/H.265, AVC/H.264 and VP9 typically produce codes up to 60% larger than our algorithm. On high-definition (HD) 1080p videos, H.265 and VP9 typically produce codes up to 20% larger, and H.264 up to 35% larger. Furthermore, our approach does not suffer from blocking artifacts and pixelation, and thus produces videos that are more visually pleasing (see Figure 1) .
In Section 1.1, we provide a brief introduction to video coding in general. In Section 1.2, we proceed to describe our contributions. In Section 1.3 we discuss related work, and in Section 1.4 we provide an outline of this paper. 1. I-frames ("intra-coded"), compressed using an image codec and do not depend on any other frames;
2. P-frames ("predicted"), extrapolated from frames in the past; and 3. B-frames ("bi-directional"), interpolated from previously transmitted frames in both the past and future.
While introducing B-frames enables higher coding efficiency, it increases the latency: to decode a given frame, future frames have to first be transmitted and decoded.
Compression procedure
In all modern video codecs, P-frame coding is invariably accomplished via two separate steps: (1) motion compensation, followed by (2) residual compression.
Motion compensation. The goal of this step is to leverage temporal redundancy in the form of translations. This is done via block-matching (overview at [30] ), which reconstructs the current target, say x t for time step t, from a handful of previously transmitted reference frames. Specifically, different blocks in the target are compared to ones within the reference frames, across a range of possible displacements. These displacements can be represented as an optical flow map f t , and block-matching can be written as a special case of the flow estimation problem (see Section 1.3). In order to minimize the bandwidth required to transmit the flow f t and reduce the complexity of the search, the flows are applied uniformly over large spatial blocks, and discretized to precision of half/quarter/eighth-pixel.
Residual compression. Following motion compensation, the leftover difference between the target and its motioncompensated approximation m t is then compressed. This difference ∆ t = x t − m t is known as the residual, and is independently encoded with an image compression algorithm adapted to the sparsity of the residual.
Contributions
This paper presents several novel contributions to video codec design, and to ML modeling of compression:
Compensation beyond translation. Traditional codecs are constrained to predicting temporal patterns strictly in the form of motion. However, there exists significant redundancy that cannot be captured via simple translations. Consider, for example, an out-of-plane rotation such as a person turning their head sideways. Traditional codecs will not be able to predict a profile face from a frontal view. In contrast, our system is able to learn arbitrary spatio-temporal patterns, and thus propose more accurate predictions, leading to bitrate savings.
Propagation of a learned state. In traditional codecs all "prior knowledge" propagated from frame to frame is expressed strictly via reference frames and optical flow maps, both embedded in raw pixel space. These representations are very limited in the class of signals they may characterize, and moreover cannot capture long-term memory. In contrast, we propagate an arbitrary state autonomously learned by the model to maximize information retention.
Joint compression of motion and residual. Each codec must fundamentally decide how to distribute bandwidth among motion and residual. However, the optimal tradeoff between these is different for each frame. In traditional methods, the motion and residual are compressed separately, and there is no easy way to trade them off. Instead, we jointly compress the compensation and residual signals using the same bottleneck. This allows our network to reduce redundancy by learning how to distribute the bitrate among them as a function of frame complexity.
Flexible motion field representation. In traditional codecs, optical flow is represented with a hierarchical block structure where all pixels within a block share the same motion. Moreover, the motion vectors are quantized to a particular sub-pixel resolution. While this representation is chosen because it can be compressed efficiently, it does not capture complex and fine motion. In contrast, our algorithm has the full flexibility to distribute the bandwidth so that areas that matter more have arbitrarily sophisticated motion boundaries at an arbitrary flow precision, while unimportant areas are represented very efficiently. See comparisons in Figure 2 .
Multi-flow representation. Consider a video of a train moving behind fine branches of a tree. Such a scene is highly inefficient to represent with traditional systems that use a single flow map, as there are small occlusion patterns that break the flow. Furthermore, the occluded content will have to be synthesized again once it reappears. We propose a representation that allows our method the flexibility to decompose a complex scene into a mixture of multiple simple flows and preserve occluded content.
Spatial rate control. It is critical for any video compression approach to feature a mechanism for assigning different bitrates at different spatial locations for each frame. In ML-based codec modeling, it has been challenging to construct a single model which supports R multiple bitrates, and achieves the same results as R separate, individual models each trained exclusively for one of the bitrates. In this work we present a framework for ML-driven spatial rate control which meets this requirement.
Related Work
ML-based image compression In the last two years, we have seen a great surge of ML-based image compression ap- proaches [15, 44, 45, 5, 4, 14, 25, 43, 38, 23, 2, 27, 6, 3, 10, 32, 33] . These learned approaches have been reinventing many of the hard-coded techniques developed in traditional image coding: the coding scheme, transformations into and out of a learned codespace, quality assessment, and so on.
ML-based video compression. To our knowledge, the only pre-existing end-to-end ML-based video compression approachs are [52, 8, 16] . [52] first encodes key frames, and proceeds to hierarchically interpolate the frames between them. [8] designs neural networks for the predictive and residual coding steps. [16] proposes a variational inference approach for video compression on 64x64 video samples.
Enhancement of traditional coding using ML. There have been several important contributions demonstrating the effectiveness of replacing or enhancing different components of traditional codecs with counterparts based on neural networks. These include improved motion compensation and interpolation [54, 21, 58, 31] , intra-prediction coding [40] , post-processing refinement [7, 55, 26, 56, 48, 57, 41, 17] , and rate control [28] .
Optical flow estimation. The problem of optical flow estimation has been widely studied over the years, with thousands of solutions developed using tools from partial differential equations [18, 29, 12, 13, . . . ] to, more recently, machine learning [50, 11, 22, 37, . . . ].
Given two similar frames x 1 , x 2 ∈ R C×H×W , the task is to construct an optical flow field f * ∈ R 2×H×W of horizontal and vertical displacements, spatially "shuffling" values from x 1 to best match x 2 . This can be more concretely written as
for some metric L (·, ·), smoothness regularization R(·) and where F(·, ·) is the inverse optical flow operator [F(x, f )] chw = x c,h+f 1hw ,w+f 2hw . Note that while h, w are integer indices, f 1hw , f 2hw can be real-valued, and so the right-hand side is computed using lattice interpolation. In this work we strictly discuss inverse flow, but often simply write "flow" for brevity.
Paper organization
The paper is organized in the following way:
• In Section 2, we motivate the overall design of our model, and present its architecture.
• In Section 3, we describe our coding procedure of generating variable-length bitstreams from the fixed-size codelayer tensors.
• In Section 4, we present our framework for ML-based spatial rate control, and discuss how we train/deploy it.
• In Section 5, we discuss our training/evaluation procedures, and present the results of our benchmarking and ablation studies.
• In Appendix A, we completely specify the architectural details of our model.
Model Architecture
Notation. We seek to encode a video with frames
. Throughout this section, we discuss different strategies for video model construction. At a high level, all video coding models share the generic inputoutput structure in the below pseudo-code.
Algorithm Video coder structure for time step t Input:
1: Target frame x t ∈ R The state S t is made of one or more tensors, and intuitively corresponds to some prior memory propagated from frame to frame. This concept will be clarified below.
State propagator
To motivate and provide intuition behind the final architecture, we present a sequence of steps illustrating how a traditional video encoding pipeline can be progressively adapted into an ML-based pipeline that is increasingly more general (and cleaner).
Note that in this section, we only aim to provide a highlevel description of our model: we completely specify all the finer architectural details in Appendix A.
Step #1: ML formulation of the flow-residual paradigm. Our initial approach is to simulate the traditional flowresidual pipeline featured by the existing codecs (see Section 1.1), using building blocks from our ML toolbox. We first construct a learnable flow estimator network M(·), which outputs an (inverse) flow f t ∈ R 2×H×W that motioncompensates the last reconstructed framex t−1 towards the current target x t .
We then construct a learnable flow compresso''r with encoder E f and decoder D f networks, which auto-encode f t through a low-bandwidth bottleneck and reconstructs it as Figure 3 . Graph of Step #1, which formulates the traditional flowresidual pipeline using tools from ML. Blue tensors correspond to frames and green to flows, both embedded in raw pixel space. Yellow operators are learnable networks, and gray operators are hard-coded differentiable functions. M(·) is a flow estimator and F(·, ·) is the optical flow operator described in Section 1.3. f t . Traditional codecs further increase the coding efficiency of the flow by encoding only the difference f t −f t−1 from the previously-reconstructed flow.
Next, we use our reconstruction of the flow to compute a motion-compensated reconstruction of the frame itself as m t = F(x t−1 ,f t ), where F(·, ·) denotes the inverse optical flow operator (see Section 1.3).
Finally, we build a residual compressor with learnable encoder E r (·) and decoder D r (·) networks to auto-encode the residual ∆ t = x t − m t . Any state-of-the-art ML-based image compression architectures can be used for the core encoders/decoders of the flow and residual compressors.
See Figure 3 for a visualization of this graph. While this setup generalizes the traditional approach via end-toend learning, it still suffers from several important impediments, which we describe and alleviate in the next steps.
Step #2: Joint compression of flow and residual. In the previous step, we encoded the flow and residual separately through distinct codes. Instead, it is advantageous in many ways to compress them jointly through a single bottleneck: this removes redundancies among them, and allows the model to automatically ascertain how to distribute bandwidth among them as function of input complexity. To that end, we consolidate to a single encoder E(·) network and single decoder D(·) network. See Figure 4 for a graph of this architecture. Step #3: Propagation of a learned state. We now observe that all prior memory being propagated from frame to frame is represented strictly through the previously reconstructed framex t−1 and flowf t−1 , both embedded in raw pixel space. These representations are not only computationally inefficient, but also highly suboptimal in their expressiveness, as they can only characterize a very limited class of useful signals and cannot capture longer-term memory. Hence, it is greatly beneficial to define a generic and learnable state S t of one or more tensors, and provide the model with a mechanism to automatically decide how to populate it and update it across time steps.
Our state propagation can be understood as an extension of a recursive neural network (RNN), where S t accumulates temporal information through recursive updates. Unlike a traditional RNN, updates to S t must pass through a low-bandwidth bottleneck, which we achieve through integration with modules for encoding, decoding, bitstream compression, compensation, and so on. Each frame reconstructionx t is computed from the updated state S t using a module we refer to as state-to-frame, and denote as G(·).
We provide an example skeleton of this architecture in Figure 5 . In Figure 9 , it can be seen that introducing a learned state results in 10-20% bitrate savings.
Step #4: Arbitrary compensation. We can further generalize the architecture proposed in the previous step. We observe that the form of compensation in G(·) still simulates the traditional flow-based approach, and hence is limited to compensation of simple translations only. That is, flow-based compensation only allows us to "move pixels around", but does not allow us change their actual values. However, since we have a tool for end-to-end training, we can now learn any arbitrary compensation beyond motion. Hence, we can generalize G(·) to generate multiple flows instead of a single one, as well as multiple reference frames to which the flows can be applied respectively.
Architecture building blocks
We have empirically found that a multiscale dual path backbone works well as a fundamental building block within our architecture. Specifically, we combine the multiscale rendition [19] of DenseNet [20] with dual path [9] . The core of our video encoder and decoder is simply repeated application of this block. Full descriptions of the choices for E(·), D(·), G(·) can be found in Appendix A.
Coding procedure
We assume we have applied our encoder network, and have reached a fixed-size tensor c ∈ [−1, 1]
C×Y ×X (we omit timestamps for notational clarity). The goal of the coding procedure is to map c to a bitstream e ∈ {0, 1} (e) with variable length (e). The coder is expected to achieve high coding efficiency by exploiting redundancy injected into c by the regularizer (see below) through the course of training. We follow the coding procedure described in detail in [38] and summarized in this section.
Bitplane decomposition. We first transform c into a binary tensor b ∈ {0, 1} B×C×Y ×X by decomposing it into B bitplanes. This operation transformation maps each value c chw into its binary expansion b 1chw , . . . , b Bchw of B bits. This is a lossy operation, since the precision of each value is truncated. In practice, we use B = 6.
Adaptive entropy coding (AEC).
The AEC maps the binary tensor b into a bitstream e. We train a classifier to compute the probability of activation P[b bcyx = 1 | C] for each bit value b bcyx conditioned on some context C. The context consists of values of neighboring pre-transmitted bits, leveraging structure within and across bitplanes.
Adaptive codelength regularization. The regularizer is designed to reduce the entropy content of b, in a way that can be leveraged by the entropy coder. In particular, it shapes the distribution of elements of the quantized codelayerĉ to feature an increasing degree of sparsity as a function of bitplane index. This is done with the functional form
for iteration i and scalar α i . The choice of α i allows training the mean codelength to match a target bitcount Eĉ[ (e)] −→ target . Specifically, during training, we use the coder to monitor the average codelength. We then modulate α i using a feedback loop as a function of the discrepancy between the target codelength and its observed value.
Spatial Rate Control
It is critical for any video compression approach to include support for spatial rate control -namely, the ability to independently assign arbitrary bitrates r h,w at different spatial locations across each frame. A rate controller algorithm then determines appropriate values for these rates, as function of a variety of factors: spatiotemporal reconstruction complexity, network conditions, quality guarantees, and so on.
Why not use a single-bitrate model? Most of the MLbased image compression approaches train many individual models -one for each point on the R-D curve [5, 38, 6, . . . ] . It is tempting to extend this formulation to video coding, and use a model that codes at a fixed bitrate level. However, one will quickly discover that this leads to fast accumulation of error due to variability of coding complexity over both space and time. Namely, for a given frame, areas that are hard to reconstruct at a high quality using our fixed bitrate budget are going to be even more difficult in the next frame, since their quality will only degrade further. In the example in Figure 6 , it can be seen that different bitrates are assigned adaptively as function of reconstruction complexity. In Figure 9 , it can be seen that introducing a spatial rate controller results in 10-20% better compression. Traditional video codecs enable rate control via variation of the quantization parameters: these control the numerical precision of the code at each spatial location, and hence provide a tradeoff between bitrate and accuracy.
In ML-based compression schemes, however, it has been quite challenging to design a high-performing mechanism for rate control. Concretely, it is difficult to construct a single model which supports R multiple bitrates, and achieves the same results as R separate, individual models each trained exclusively for one of the bitrates.
In Section 4.1, we present a framework for spatial rate control in a neural network setting, and in Section 4.2 discuss our controller algorithm for rate assignment. In Appendix A, we fully specify all architectural choices for the spatial rate controller.
Spatial multiplexing framework
Here we construct a mechanism which assigns variable bitrates across different spatial locations for each video frame. Specifically, we assume our input is a spatial map of integer rates p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R} Y ×X . Our goal is to construct a model that can arbitrarily vary the BPP/quality at each location (y, x), as function of the chosen rate p yx .
To that end, we generalize our model featuring a single codelayer c to instead support R distinct codelayers c r ∈ R Cr×Yr×Xr . Each codelayer is associated with a different rate, and is trained with a distinct entropy coder and codelength regularization (see Section 3) to match a different target codelength target r . Our rate map p then specifies which codelayer is active at each spatial location. In particular, we map p into R binary masks u r ∈ {0, 1}
Cr×Yr×Xr , one for each codelayer, of which a single one is active at each spatial location:
where I is the indicator function. Each map u r masks codelayer c r during entropy coding. The final bitstream then corresponds to encodings of all the active values in each codelayer, as well as the rate mask itself (since it must be available on the decoder side as well). In terms of the architecture, towards the end of the encoding pipeline, the encoder is split into R branches E 1 , . . . , E R , each mapping to a corresponding codelayer. Each decoder D r then performs the inverse operation, mapping each masked codelayer back to a common space in which they are summed (see Figure 7) . To avoid incurring considerable computational overhead, we choose the individual codelayer branches to be very lightweight: each enShared encoder Shared decoder SRC Figure 7 . The architecture of the spatial multiplexer for rate control (Section 4.1). At each location, a value is chosen from one of the R codelayers, as function of the rate specified in the rate map p. Full detail of the architecture in Appendix A. coder/decoder branch consists of only a single convolution.
CDVL SD
In practice, we found that choosing target BPPs as target r = 0.01×1.5 r leads to a satisfactory distribution of bitrates. We train a total of 5 different models, each covering a different part of the BPP range. During training, we simply sample p uniformly for each frame. Below we describe our use of the spatial multiplexer during deployment.
Rate controller algorithm
Video bitrate can be controlled in many ways, as function of the video's intended use. For example, it might be desirable to maintain a minimum guaranteed quality, or abide to a maximum bitrate to ensure low buffering under constraining network conditions (excellent overviews of rate control at [53, 39] ). One common family of approaches is based on Lagrangian optimization, and revolves around assigning bitrates as function of an estimate of the slope of the rate-distortion curve. This can be intuitively interpreted as maximizing the quality improvement per unit bit spent.
Our rate controller is inspired by this idea. Concretely, during video encoding, we define some slope threshold λ. For a given time step, for each spatial location (y, x) and rate r, we estimate the slope Lr+1,yx−Lr,yx BPPr+1,yx−BPPr,yx of the local R-D curve, for some quality metric L (·, ·). We then choose our rate map p such that at each spatial location, p yx is the largest rate such that the slope is at least threshold λ.
Results

Experimental setup
Training data. Our training set comprises high-definition action scenes downloaded from YouTube. We found these work well due to their relatively undistorted nature, and higher coding complexity. We train our model on 128×128 video crops sampled uniformly spatiotemporally, filtering out clips which include scene cuts.
Training procedure. During training (and deployment) we encode the first frame using a learned image compressor; we found that the choice of this compressor does not significantly impact performance. We then unroll each video across 5 frames. We find diminishing returns from additional unrolling. We optimize the models with Adam [24] with momentum of 0.9 and learning rate of 2 × 10 −4 which reduces by a factor of 5 twice during training. We use a batch size of 8, and for a total of 400, 000 iterations. In general, we observed no sign of overfitting, but rather the oppposite: the model has not reached the point of performance saturation as function of capacity, and seems to benefit from increasing its width and depth.
Metrics and color space. For each encoded video, we measure BPP as the total file size, including all header information, averaged across all pixels in the video.
We penalize discrepancies between the final frame reconstructionsx t and their targets x t using the Multi-Scale Structural Similarity Index (MS-SSIM) [49] , which has been designed for and is known to match the human visual system significantly better than alternatives such as PSNR or p -type losses. We penalize distortions in all intermediate motion-compensated reconstructions using the Charbonnier loss, known to work well for flow-based distortions [42] .
Since the human visual system is considerably more sensitive to distortions in brightness than color, most existing video codecs have been designed to operate in the YCbCr color space, and dedicate higher bandwidth to luminance over chrominance. Similarly, we represent all colors in the YCbCr domain, and weigh all metrics with Y, Cb, Cr component weights 6/8, 1/8, 1/8.
Evaluation procedure
Baseline codecs. We benchmark against all mainstream commercial codecs: HEVC/H.265, AVC/H.264, VP9, and the HEVC HM 16.0 reference implementation. We evaluate H.264 and H.265 in both the default preset of medium, as well as slower. We use FFmpeg for all codecs, apart from HM for which we use its official implementation. We tune all codecs to the best of our ability. To remove B-frames, we use H.264/5 with the bframes=0 option, VP9 with -auto-alt-ref 0 -lag-in-frames 0, and use the HM encoder lowdelay P main.cfg profile. To maximize the performance of the baselines over the MS-SSIM metric, we tune them using the -ssim flag.
Video test sets. We benchmark all the above codecs on standard video test sets in SD and HD, frequently used for evaluation of video coding algorithms. In SD, we evaluate on a VGA resolution dataset from the Consumer Digital Video Library (CDVL) 1 . This dataset has 34 videos with a total of 15,650 frames. In HD, we use the Xiph 1080p video dataset 2 , with 22 videos and 11,680 frames. We center-crop all 1080p videos to height 1024 (for now, our approach requires each dimension to be divisible by 32). Lists of the videos in each dataset can be found in the appendix.
Curve generation. Each video features a separate R-D curve computed from all available compression rates for a given codec: as a number of papers [5, 38] discuss in detail, different ways of summarizing these R-D curves can lead to very different results. In our evaluations, to compute a given curve, we sweep across values of the independent variable (such as bitrate). We interpolate the R-D curve for each video at this independent variable value, and average all the results across the dependent variable. To ensure accurate interpolation, we generate results for all available rates for each codec.
Performance
Rate-distortion curves. On the top row of Figure 8 , we present the average MS-SSIM across all videos for each dataset and for each codec (Section 5.2), as function of BPP.
Relative compressed sizes. On the bottom row of Figure 8 , we present average file sizes relative to our approach for representative MS-SSIM values. For each MS-SSIM point, we average the BPP for all videos in the dataset and compute the ratio to our BPP. Note that for this comparison, we are constrained to use MS-SSIM values that are valid for all videos in the dataset, which is 0.990-0.998 for the SD dataset and 0.980-0.994 for the HD dataset.
Ablation studies. In Figure 9 , we present performance of different models with and without different components. The different configurations evaluated include:
• The full model presented in the paper; Figure 9 . Ablation studies demonstrating the impact of individual architectural components on performance on the CDVL SD dataset. Factors of variation include introduction of a learned state, use of flow-based motion compensation, and spatial rate control (all described in Sections 2 and 4).
• The model described in Step #2, using previous frames and flows as prior knowledge, but without learning an arbitrary state; and
• A Naïve ML model, which does not include a learned state, and reconstructs the target frame directly without any motion compensation.
We evaluate all the above models with and without the spatial rate control framework described in Section 4.
Runtime. On an NVIDIA Tesla V100 and on VGA videos, our decoder runs on average at a speed of around 10 frames/second, and encoder at around 2 frames/second irrespective of bitrate. However, our algorithm should be regarded as a reference implementation: the current speed is not sufficient for real-time deployment, but is to be substantially improved in future work. For reference, on the same videos, HEVC HM encodes at around 0.3 frames/second for low BPPs and 0.04 frames/second for high BPPs.
Conclusion
In this work we introduced the first ML-based video codec that outperforms all commercial codecs, across nearly the entire bitrate range in the low-latency mode. However, our presented approach only supports the lowlatency mode. Two clear directions of future work are to increase the computational efficiency of the model to enable real-time coding, as well as extend the model to support temporal interpolation modes (i.e, using B-frames).
